Abstract. Given a finite set of points in a plane, a triangulation is a maximal set of nonintersecting line segments connecting the points. The weight of a triangulation is the sum of the Euclidean lengths of its line segments. No polynomial-time algorithm is known to find a triangulation of minimum weight, nor is the minimum weight triangulation problem known to be NP-hard. This paper proposes a new heuristic algorithm that triangulates a set of n points in O(n 3) time and that never produces a triangulation whose weight is greater than that of a greedy triangulation. The algorithm produces an optimal triangulation if the points are the vertices of a convex polygon. Experimental results indicate that this algorithm rarely produces a nonoptimal triangulation and performs much better than a seemingly similar heuristic of Lingas. In the direction of showing the minimum weight triangulation problem is NP-hard, two generalizations that are quite close to the minimum weight triangulation problem are shown to be NP-hard.
. A minimum weight triangulation and an arbitrary triangulation for a set of ten points.
triangulation of a planar set of points P is a triangulation of P that has minimum weight among all triangulations. The minimum weight triangulation problem is Given P = {pi:i= 1,2,..., n}, a set of n points in a plane, find a minimum weight triangulation of P.
We denote an arbitrary minimum weight triangulation of P by MWT(P).
To illustrate these concepts, Figure 1 shows a minimum weight triangulation and an arbitrary triangulation of a set of ten points.
The minimum weight triangulation problem has applications in the numerical approximation of bivariate data. Yoeli [17] suggests an approach called the polyhedron method to calculate the value of a function f at any arbitrary point p, given the value of f at irregularly spaced points Pi, for i = 1, 2, ..., n. In this approach the function surface is approximated by a triangulation of the points Pi, for i = 1, 2 ..... n. If the point p lies within some face of the triangulation, then f(p) can be approximated by the linear interpolation of the values of f at the three vertices of that face. A minimum weight triangulation has good numerical properties and provides a close approximation of the function surface.
The complexity of the minimum weight triangulation problem has been open since 1975, when it was mentioned by Shamos and Hoey [15] . Since then, several algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem [11] , [14-1, [15] . None of these is known to produce even a constant approximation of a minimum weight triangulation. On the other hand, efforts to show the minimum weight triangulation problem is NP-hard have also failed. In this paper we address this problem from two directions.
In the first direction we present an algorithm, called the greedy spanning tree triangulation algorithm (in brief, G-ST-T) that triangulates a set of n points in O(n 3) time. G-ST-T has the flavor of a heuristic of Lingas [11] , which we call the minimum spanning tree triangulation algorithm (in brief, MST-T). Both G-ST-T and MST-T follow a two-step paradigm. In the first step, P is viewed as a set of vertices and E(P) as its edges and each algorithm chooses a spanning tree of (P, E(P)). The choice of the spanning tree is crucial, and G-ST-T and MST-T differ in this choice. In the second step, an optimal triangulation containing the spanning tree is obtained by using a dynamic programming algorithm that is an extension of an algorithm due to Gilbert [4] that optimally triangulates the interior of a simple polygon. If every point of P is on the convex hull, then both algorithms optimally triangulate P. MST-T never produces a triangulation that has weight greater than that of the Delaunay triangulation; G-ST-T never produces a triangulation that has weight greater than that of the greedy triangulation. However, experiments indicate that G-ST-T rarely produces a nonoptimal triangulation and produces an optimal triangulation far more frequently than the greedy algorithm. Even when G-ST-T fails to produce an optimal triangulation, its closeness to optimality is remarkable and certainly much better than any current algorithm.
We also present a formulation of the minimum weight triangulation problem as a graph problem. This leads to a variety of graph theoretic problems whose complexity may be related to that of the minimum weight triangulation problem. We prove the NP-hardness of one such problem. Our other NP-hardness result is motivated by the NP-completeness result of Lloyd [12] . We show that given P, and E', a subset of E(P) that contains at least one triangulation of P, the problem of finding a minimum weight triangulation of P that is a subset of E' is NP-hard. This problem is the only truly two-dimensional triangulation problem that uses Euclidean lengths as edge weights to be shown NP-hard.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey previous work related to the minimum weight triangulation problem. Section 3 reviews Lingas' algorithm (MST-T) and presents our new algorithm (G-ST-T). Both algorithms run in O(n 3) time. Though neither always produces an optimal triangulation, G-ST-T possesses properties that ensure that nonoptimal triangulations are extremely rare. This is supported by experiments that compare the minimum weight triangulation with the performance of G-ST-T, MST-T, and the greedy triangulation. These we present in Section 4. Section 5 investigates issues of local optimality related to the known triangulation algorithms. In Section 6 we present a graph theoretic formulation of the minimum weight triangulation problem and prove two new NP-hardness results. Finally, Section 7 contains conjectures motivated by this work. Lloyd [123 shows that given a set P of points in a plane and a subset E' of E(P), the problem of determining whether E' contains a triangulation of P is NP-complete. In a later result, Lingas [10] shows that the problem of determining the minimum weight geometric triangulation of multiconnected polygons is NP-complete.
Though there is no polynomial-time algorithm that constructs even a constant approximation of the minimum weight triangulation, the greedy and the Detaunay triangulations have been studied closely as approximations of minimum weight triangulation. The greedy triangulation is constructed by a greedy algorithm that chooses the smallest edge that does not cross any previously chosen edge. Presently the most efficient known algorithm for the greedy triangulation uses O(n 2) time and O(n) space (see [9] ). The Delaunay triangulation is the planar dual of the Voronoi diagram and can be constructed in O(n log n) time by a divide-andconquer algorithm (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). Simple couterexamples to show that the greedy algorithm and the Delaunay algorithm do not produce an optimal triangulation are presented by Lloyd [12] .
Let GT(P), DT(P), and MWT(P) denote a greedy triangulation, the Delaunay triangulation, and a minimum weight triangulation of P, respectively. A measure of how close a triangulation T(P) is to a minimum weight triangulation is given by the ratio
Since neither the greedy triangulation nor the Delaunay triangulation is optimal, the worst-case ratios R(GT(P)) and R(DT(P)) give an indication of how well these triangulations approximate MWT(P). Levcopoulos [8] provides a lower bound for the greedy triangulation by showing that, for each n, an n-point set PI exists with the property that R(GT(P~)) = f~(nl/2).
In a complementary result, Kirkpatrick [6] constructs, for each n, an n-point set P2 with the property that
Thus the greedy triangulation and the Delaunay triangulation can be arbitrarily bad approximations of a minimum weight triangulation.
Plaisted and Hong [14] present a triangulation algorithm and show that the weight of the triangulation that their algorithm produces is within O(log n) of the weight of the optimal triangulation. Their implementation of the heuristic has a time complexity of O(n5). Smith [16] improves on this by implementing the algorithm of Plaisted and Hong in O(n 2 log n) time. The upper bound on the performance of the heuristic of Plaisted and Hong is the best known for any heuristic for the minimum weight triangulation problem. Lingas [11] presents a heuristic (MST-T) for the minimum weight triangulation problem that requires O(n 3) time and seems to perform well in the average case. Using certain separator theorems, Smith [16] gives the first subexponential-time algorithm to compute a minimum weight triangulation.
3. An Improved Triangulation Algorithm. Before presenting our algorithm (G-ST-T), we present an algorithm that is essential as a subroutine for G-ST-T. Gilbert's dynamic programming algorithm [4] optimally triangulates the interior of a simple polygon. Gilbert's algorithm can be easily extended to triangulate a more general figure that we call a cell. A cell is any interior face of a straight line planar embedding of a graph. Any cell can be uniquely represented by a sequence of vertices Po, Pl ..... Pn-1 encountered if the boundary of the cell is traversed in, say, a counterclockwise order. Note that the vertices in the sequence are not, in general, distinct and that there may be edges that are traversed twice. A cell with the points labeled is shown in Figure 2 . It can be represented completely by the sequence 1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 10, 9, 12, 9, 8. For the purposes of the algorithm, every occurrence of the same point in the sequence is treated as being different. Hence, we have the proposition:
The extension to Gilbert's algorithm sketched above, called Optimal cell triangulation (OCT), is invoked as a subroutine in MST-T and G-ST-T. More details may be found in Heath and Pemmaraju [5] .
G-ST-T triangulates a set P = {Pl, Pz,..., P,} of points in a plane in O(n 3) time and has two distinct phases. In the first phase a spanning tree of the graph (P, GT(P)) is chosen. The spanning tree along with the convex hull produces a single cell. In the second phase the cell obtained in the first phase is optimally triangulated using the OCT algorithm. G-ST-T is similar in structure to the algorithm (MST-T) proposed by Lingas [11] . In fact, a similar analysis applies to G-ST-T also, and we include MST-T in our experimental analysis (see Section 4).
To introduce the two-phase paradigm that is common to both MST-T and G-ST-T, we first present the minimum spanning tree triangulation algorithm. 
MINIMUM SPANNING TREE TRIANGULATION ALGORITHM (MST-T)
Input: P = {Px, P2,..., P,}. Output: A triangulation MST-T(P).
Compute the Delaunay triangulation DT(P).
2. Compute a minimum spanning tree MST(P) of (P, DT(P)) using the following assignment of costs to line segments in E(P):
if (Pl, P j) r DT(P), if (pi, Pi) e CH(P), otherwise.
3. Use OCT to triangulate optimally the single cell defined by CH(P) ~ MST(P), producing MST-T(P).
The effect of the weights used in
Step 2 is that all but one of the line segments in CH(P) is in MST(P). (The omitted line segment of CH(P) is arbitrary.) Steps 1 and 2 require O(n log n) time, while Step 3 requires O(n 3) time. An example of a cell produced at the end of Step 2 in the MST-T algorithm is shown in Figure 3 . The bold line segments constitute the minimum spanning tree chosen in Step 2.
Let I(P) = MST(P) -CH(P) be the interior line segments of the minimum spanning tree and let jump(P) = max{w(pi, p j): (Pi, P j)~ I(P)}. Lingas [11] provides the following upper bound result for the weight of a triangulation produced by MST-T compared with the minimum weight triangulation.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For a set P of n points, O( n • jump(P) )
R(MWT-T(P)) = k,~V(-MW-~) + log n .
Lingas also gives an example for which n x jump(P)/W(MWT(P))= fl(n) and yet the minimum weight triangulation is exactly the same as the triangulation 
PROPOSITION 3.4. For any set of points P, MST-T(P) is never wose than the Delaunay triangulation of P, i.e., W(MST-T(P)) < W(DT(P)).
The MST-T algorithm produces an optimal triangulation if and only if all the line segments in the spanning tree chosen in Step 2 of the MST-T algorithm are also in some particular minimum weight triangulation. That this is not always the case is shown in Figure 4 . Here, three of the four convex hull edges are chosen to be in the minimum spanning tree. Whatever the choice may be, AC cannot be in the minimum spanning tree because it creates a cycle. Since w(DE)< w(AE)= w(CE) < w(BE), DE is the next edge chosen to be in the minimum spanning tree. The triangulation thus computed by the MST-T algorithm is obviously nonoptimal, since a triangulation with smaller weight can be obtained by choosing edges AC, AE, CE, and BE along with convex hull edges.
The MST-T algorithm does not produce a nonoptimal triangulation for any of the counterexamples in the literature [6] , [8] , [12] , [13] that have been used to show either the greedy triangulation or the Delaunay triangulation to be nonoptimal. This can be attributed to the fact that the algorithm picks the least number of edges needed to keep the set of input vertices connected and then proceeds to select the optimal set of the remaining edges. We have not been able to say anything about the asymptotic behavior of the ratio R(MST-T(P)). We conjecture that R(MST-T(P)) = O(1). This conjecture is motivated by the observation that the effects of a "bad" minimum spanning tree edge seem to be local.
There are many ways of choosing a spanning tree in the first phase of the paradigm. The spanning tree chosen in the MST-T algorithm is one such choice. We now present an algorithm that differs from the MST-T algorithm in the choice of a spanning tree. Though the theoretical bound on the weight of the triangulation produced by our algorithm is loose, experimental results indicate that the choice of spanning tree that we prescribe produces triangulations that are almost always optimal (see Section 4). The time complexity of this algorithm is also O(n3). We call this algorithm the greedy spanning tree triangulation algorithm.
GREEDY SPANNING TREE TRIANGULATION ALGORITHM (G-ST-T)
Input: P = {Pl, P2, ..., Pn}.
Output: A triangulation G-ST-T(P).
Compute a greedy triangulation GT(P).
2. Compute a minimum spanning tree GMST(P) of (P, GT(P)) using the following assignment of costs to line segments in E(P):
1. As mentioned earlier, the most efficient known greedy triangulation algorithm uses O(n 2) time and O(n) space and is due to Levcopoulos and Lingas [9] . 2. Since the number of edges in any planar graph is O(n), the greedy triangulation contains O(n) line segments. This implies that the second step can be accomplished in O(n log n) time. 3. As in the MST-T algorithm, the third step is performed in O(n 3) time.
As for MST-T, the time complexity of the third step dominates, and the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 3) time.
Like MST-T, G-ST-T produces optimal triangulations for all the counterexamples in the literature I-6], [8] , 1-121 [13] . The following two propositions follow quite directly from the G-ST-T algorithm. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For any set of points P, G-ST-T(P) is never worse than the greedy triangulation of P, i,e., W(G-ST-T(P)) < W(GT(P)).
Hence all upper bounds for the greedy triangulation also hold for the triangulation produced by the G-ST-T algorithm. The G-ST-T algorithm produces an optimal triangulation if and only if the line segments of the minimum spanning tree of the greedy triangulation are always in some particular minimum weight triangulation. That this is not always the case can be seen from the seven-poin t counterexample in Figure 5 . Here, GT(P) contains line segments BG, BD, GF, FE, ED, GE, and BE (among others). The minimum spanning tree chosen from the line segments of GT(P) contains GF, FE, ED, and BE (as well as two convex hull line segments). These edges are bold in the figure. The triangulation that the G-ST-T algorithm computes is the same as the greedy triangulation. A slight improvement in the weight of the triangulation can be obtained by choosing line segments FD and BF instead of GE and BE. Examples for which both the MST-T and the G-ST-T algorithms produce nonoptimal triangulations can be constructed by combining the examples in Figures 4 and 5 . G-ST-T produces an optimal triangulation for the example in Figure 4 , while MST-T produces an optimal triangulation for the example in Figure 5 , thus showing that G-ST-T and MST-T are not comparable as G-ST-T and the greedy algorithm are.
The proof of Proposition 3.2 applies to G-ST-T also and leads to the upper bound presented in the following theorem. Define greedy_jump(P) as the largest line segment in GMST(P) -CH(P); that is,
Then we have the following theorem. 
R(G-ST-T(P))=O(n • greedy-jump(P) )
W(MWT(P)) + log n .
It is a well-known fact that the heaviest edge in a minimum spanning tree is never heavier than the heaviest edge in an arbitrary spanning tree (see Exercise
of [1]). From this fact, it is clear that for any set of points P, greedy_ jump(P) >_ jump(P). If, for all sets of points P, greedy_jump(P) = O(jump(P)), then
the bound specified in Proposition 3.2 also holds for the G-ST-T algorithm.
4. Experimental Results. The greedy, MST-T, and G-ST-T algorithms were tested with sets of sizes 15, 20, and 25 with 400 sets of each size. In addition, a backtrack search was employed to find an MWT of each set. The backtrack search processes the line segments in increasing order by length. Pruning the search tree by comparison to the smallest triangulation found so far yields a search capable of finding an optimal triangulation for sets of up to 25 points. Testing larger sets is impractical due to the time required by the backtrack search. The points in each set were generated randomly with integer coordinates between 0 and 216 -1. Three kinds of comparisons are made. Table 1 lists, for each set size, the number of times each algorithm fails to produce an optimal triangulation for that set size. It should be noted that the G-ST-T algorithm failed to produce the optimal triangulation only twice in 1200 trials compared with the greedy algorithm, which failed 174 times. The MST-T algorithm also does quite well compared with the greedy algorithm, failing 28 times in 1200 trials. These results are evidence that MST-T and G-ST-T rarely produce nonoptimal triangulations. Table 2 is a comparison of the average weight of the triangulations produced by each algorithm for each set size. G-ST-T fails to produce an MWT only once each for set size 15 and set size 25, and never for set size 20. Even when the algorithm fails to produce an MWT, the weights of the triangulations produced by the G-ST-T algorithm are very close to the minimum weight triangulation. These results are evidence that in the average case G-ST-T and MST-T produce triangulations that are within a small constant of approximation of the minimum weight triangulation. Table 3 compares the worst-case triangulation produced by each algorithm. For each triangulation T(P) and for each set size, Table 3 shows the worst-case percentage over optimal
W(T(P)) -W(MWT(P)) W(MWT(P)) = R(T(P)) -1.
In view of these experimental results, we speculate that both MST-T and G-ST-T algorithms may always produce triangulations that are within O(1) of the minimum weight triangulation. As both MST-T and G-ST-T appear to be very good heuristics, we tested the two against each other for sets of points that are too large for calculation of their optimal triangulations. For each set size 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50, a total of 200 randomly selected point sets was triangulated by both MST-T and G-ST-T. The results are reported in Table 4 , where the number of times that one algorithm produced a smaller triangulation than the other is indicated. To summarize, in 1000 trials the G-ST-T algorithm produced a better triangulation than the MST-T algorithm 200 times, while the MST-T algorithm produced a better triangulation than the G-ST-T algorithm only once. This is further evidence of the superiority of G-ST-T as a heuristic to approximate a minimum weight triangulation. Table 4 . Direct comparison of G-ST-T and MST-T. T   30  0  157  43  35  0  169  31  40  0  169  31  45  1  151  48  50  0  153  47 5. Issues of Local Optimality. Given a set of points P and a triangulation T(P) of P, we say that T(P) is locally optimal if every convex quadrilateral in T(P) that has no points in its interior is optimally triangulated. From the definition, it follows that, for every convex quadrilateral Q in a locally optimal triangulation T(P), the shorter diagonal of Q belongs to T(P). While a minimum weight triangulation is always locally optimal, the converse does not always hold. The status of the four triangulations discussed in this paper with regard to local optimality is presented in the following theorem. PROOF. From the definition of a greedy triangulation, it follows immediately that, in any convex quadrilateral in the triangulation, the shorter diagonal is always present and, hence, the longer diagonal is always absent. Therefore, a greedy triangulation is always locally optimal. Lloyd's example [12] that shows that the Delaunay triangulation is not always optimal also shows that the Delaunay triangulation is not always locally optimal. Figure 4 shows that the MST-T algorithm does not always produce a locally optimal triangulation. In this example, [~DAEC is a convex quadrilateral in the triangulation that is not optimally triangulated.
G-ST-T versus MST-T Set size G-ST-T > MST-T G-ST-T = MST-T G-ST-T < MST-
The example in Figure 6 demonstrates that G-ST-T is not always locally optimal. In this example, the points A, B, C, D, E, and F are in the interior of a large convex polygon. In the upper figure the greedy triangulation of these points is shown with the minimum spanning tree indicated by the bold line segments. In the lower figure the output of G-ST-T is shown. The two triangulations differ in that the greedy triangulation contains line segments DF and AF, while the triangulation produced by G-ST-T contains line segments AE and BE. AB is in the greedy triangulation and also in the minimum spanning tree of the greedy triangulation. In the output of G-ST-T, AB is the diagonal of quadrilateral AEBC, and diagonal AB is longer than diagonal EC.
[] The surprising result of Theorem 5.1 is that a triangulation produced by G-ST-T is not always locally optimal. The G-ST-T triangulation is derived from the locally optimal greedy triangulation, yet fails to inherit the local optimality. It is, of course, algorithmically possible to "repair" a G-ST-T triangulation to make it locally optimal by switching short diagonals for long ones in convex quadrilaterals. Such a repair may yield a triangulation that is not only locally optimal but is, in fact, globally optimal. In the few examples of nonoptimal G-ST-T triangulations that we know about (see Figure 5 and Section 4), there is always some convex k-gon, where 4 < k < 6, that is not optimally triangulated; replacing the triangulation of this k-gon with an optimal triangulation yields a globally optimal triangulation for all these examples. We speculate that it may be algorithmically inexpensive O.e., polynomial time) to repair a G-ST-T triangulation to obtain an MWT, in an average-case sense if not in a worst-case sense.
6. NP-Hardness Results. Using the notation of Garey and Johnson [3] , we formulate the minimum weight triangulation problem as a decision problem.
MINIMUM WEIGHT TRIANGULATION (MWT)
Instance: A set P of points in a plane, a positive rational number k. Question: Is there a triangulation of P whose weight is no greater than k?
The computational complexity of this decision problem remains open. Lloyd [12] proves the following problem related to MWT to be NP-complete.
TRIANGULATION EXISTENCE (TRI)
Instance: A set P of points in a plane, a set of line segments E' ~_ E(P). Question: Does E' contain a triangulation of P?
This problem is shown to be NP-complete by a reduction from SAT.
The minimum weight triangulation problem can be viewed in various ways. A particular view is to consider P as the set of vertices of a graph G and E(P) as the set of edges of G. G is a complete graph on I PI vertices. The lengths of the line segments in E(P) are weights associated with the edges of G. The graph G = (P, E(P)) has an obvious straight-line drawing in the plane.
In this section, we prove two other problems related to MWT to be NP-complete. The first problem is obtained by first deriving a new graph from the straight-line drawing of G. Let C = {(ei, ej) e E(P) x E(P): e i and ej cross} be the set of crossings in the drawing. Then G r = (E(P), C) is the crossing graph of G. Given a crossing graph G r where each vertex (line segment) is assigned a weight equal to its Euclidean length, find a maximal independent set of minimum total weight.
By allowing the vertex weights to be arbitrary rational numbers and by restating the problem as a decision problem, we obtain the following:
RESTRICTED MINIMUM MAXIMAL INDEPENDENT SET (RMMI)
Instance: A crossing graph G c = (E, C), positive rational weight w(e) for each e ~ E, and a positive rational number k. Question: Is there a maximal independent set I __ E such that ~e~* w(e) < k.
This close relative of MWT is easily shown to be NP-complete. The proof of the following theorem is essentially identical to a result of Anagnostou [2] . THEOREM 6.1. RMMI is NP-complete.
PROOF. Since the total weight of a set of vertices, each of which has a rational weight, is easily calculated in polynomial time, RMMI is clearly in NP. We show that RMMI is NP-hard by exhibiting a reduction of TRI to RMMI. Let P and E' constitute an instance of TRI. Let G c = (E, C) be the crossing graph associated with the set P. By definition, E' c E. Assign weights to the vertices of E as follows:
if e e E -E'.
Let the instance of RMMI consist of G c, w, and k = 0. There is a triangulation of P contained in E' if and only if G c contains a maximal independent set of weight 0. Hence, TRI reduces to RMMI in polynomial time. We conclude that RMMI is NP-complete.
[] The second and more significant NP-hardness result that we prove is for a geometric decision problem. Motivated by Lloyd's [12] NP-completeness result for TRI, we propose the following generalization of MWT.
GENERALIZED MINIMUM WEIGHT TRIANGULATION (GMWT)
Instance: A set P of points in a plane, a set of line segments E' ~_ E(P), such that E' contains a triangulation of P, a positive rational number k.
Question: Is there a triangulation in E' whose weight is no greater than k? THEOREM 6.2. GMWT is NP-hard.
PROOF. We reduce TRI to GMWT. Let P and E' ~ E(P) constitute an instance of TRI. From P and E' we construct a point set Q and a set of line segments E" ~_ E(Q) and specify a positive integer k such that E' contains a triangulation of P if and only if E" contains a triangulation of Q with weight no greater than k.
Let P = {Pi = (x~, y~): 1 _< i < n}. Without loss of generality, assume that n > 3, that all points in P are within a distance of 89 from the origin, that no two points have the same x-or y-coordinate, and that points in P are indexed by increasing y-coordinate (i.e., i < j implies yl < y j). Let hv be the size of CH(P). No line segment in E' has length greater than 1, and therefore any triangulation T(P) satisfies
W(T(P))<3(n-
The set of points Q is constructed by adding to P points of the form
Specifically, let Q = P t~ L tj R where
R= {ri:l <i<n--1}.
It follows that IQI = 3n -2. Note that the two points in P with maximum and minimum y-coordinate, together with all the points in L and R, make up the convex hull of Q. Therefore hQ = ICH(Q)I = 2 + (n -1) + (n -1) = 2n. We complete the instance of GMWT by defining E" as E"=E'wHuSu(Lx P) u(R x P).
Note that, for any edge e e (L x P) u (R x P), 9n < w(e) < 9n + 2. Also note that L x P and R x P each contain two edges from CH(Q) and S contains the remaining edges. We now show that E' contains a triangulation of P if and only if E" contains a triangulation of Q whose weight is no greater than k. First suppose E' contains a triangulation, T(P). Then
T(Q) = T(P) u S w DL U D R
triangulates Q. Here D L (respectively, DR) is any set of edges that triangulates the gap between the convex hull of P and L (respectively, R). One such triangulation T(Q) is shown in Figure 9 . Clearly, ID L u DRI = 2(n -1) + hp = n'.
Since, W(T(P)) < 3n -6, W(S) < 2, and W(D z w DR) <_ n'(9n + 2), we have that W(T(Q)) < k.
On the other hand, suppose that there is a triangulation T(Q) in E" whose weight is no greater than k. T(Q) must contain all 2(n -2) edges from S, since these are part of the convex hull of Q. In addition, T(Q) must contain at most n' edges from H w (L • P) u (R x P). To see this, notice that the weight of m of these long edges, for m > n', is greater than m" 9n which in turn is greater than k. It follows that T(Q) contains at least I T(Q)[ -n' -2(n -2) = 3(n -1) -h e edges from E', which must therefore triangulate P.
[]
In the above proof the n -1 points in L are collinear and the n -1 points in R are collinear, violating our earlier assumption (Section 1) that no three points are collinear. Also, it is possible that a point from L, a point from R, and either one or two points from S could, by happenstance, be collinear. These undesired collinearities can be avoided by slight rational perturbations of the x-coordinates of points in L w R in such a way that no three points are collinear, and all points in L w R remain on the convex hull. The details are straightforward, but tedious. For an alternate and a very different proof of the theorem, see [5] . GMWT is the closest problem to MWT that has been shown to be NP-hard. Additional insights may allow the above proof to be extended to MWT. 7 . Conclusions and Conjectures. We have made progress in two directions toward determining the complexity of the minimum weight triangulation problem. In the first direction we present two algorithms, one of which is due to Lingas [11] , which experimentally perform much better than previous algorithms. While MST-T never performs worse than the Delaunay triangulation, our algorithm (G-ST-T) never performs worse than the greedy triangulation. Experimental results show that our algorithm rarely produces nonoptimal triangulations compared with the greedy triangulation algorithm and the MST-T algorithm. Even when a nonoptimal triangulation is produced by G-ST-T, the triangulation is very close in weight to the minimum weight triangulation. Both algorithms ~ilso produce a minimum weight triangulation when P is convex. These results lead us to the following conjecture. In the second direction we present two NP-hardness results. These results show two generalizations of the minimum weight triangulation problem to be NP-hard. For our first NP-hardness result we formulate the minimum weight triangulation as a graph theoretic problem. This suggests a new direction in which to pursue the minimum weight triangulation problem. The second NP-hardness result is for a geometric decision problem that is a generalization of the minimum weight triangulation problem. This is the closest result yet to the NP-hardness of MWT. Motivated by these results we have the following conjecture. CONJECTURE 2. The MWT problem is NP-hard.
